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Simply digital: Siemens process instrumentation
presents new Sitrans CC240 IOT gateway
• Sitrans CC240 IOT gateway provides standardized access to the lifecycle data
of HART® devices
• Reduced service effort thanks to faster identification and removal of
measuring and parameterization errors without additional parameterization
tools
• Compatible with all OPC UA client applications
• Direct connection to Siemens MindSphere
• Numerous possible applications for on and off-premise solutions

Siemens presents the Sitrans CloudConnect 240: a new IOT gateway for the process
industry. It provides a second data channel, completely independent of the control
system, which is used to transmit data from any HART®-based field devices to the IT
world.

In the process industry, field instrumentation is a central source of data, when it comes
to digitalization. The Sitrans CC240 IOT gateway establishes a second data channel,
which makes field level data that was previously hidden available to the user – without
adversely affecting the existing control technology. The system creates a direct
connection between the field device and IT or the cloud and reads not only basic
process values but also identification, configuration, and diagnostics parameters – for
any HART® device of Version 5 or later. The system then makes this data available via
an OPC UA server or the Siemens MindSphere IoT-as-a-Service solution.

The data is harmonized in line with the Namur Open Architecture information model.
This creates a standard perspective on the installed base - regardless of the
technology and manufacturer - which means that digital applications can be created for
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the first time, for both on and off-premise environments. For example, asset monitoring
and management solutions can be implemented, particularly for smaller plants.
Sitrans CC240 supports the connection of up to 64 devices and has an on-board web
server with the necessary configuration options and management views so that
additional tools are not required.

The available connectivity options also mean that it can be integrated into existing
systems. OPC UA can be used to transfer field device values and data directly to
automation or IT systems, for example for performing calculations or analyses outside
the actual control task. The connection to MindSphere supports the distributed use of
several Sitrans CC240 systems – ideal for monitoring globally distributed assets on a
central instance.

With Sitrans store IQ from Siemens, the user has an app for stock monitoring and
management in production and logistics. Filling levels of tanks, silos, racks or other
storage facilities are measured and acquired, then transmitted via the Sitrans CC240 or
familiar MindConnect gateways to Siemens MindSphere. Sitrans store IQ visualizes the
acquired data and also generates alarms and events. The application is available for
desktop and mobile devices.

These can be user-defined and could for example trigger notifications via SMS or email. The open system has many advantages – it is possible to customize the structure
and display, and to acquire and process any desired variables. For the management of
materials and the necessary infrastructure, the user often requires not only the central
filling level information but also supporting measurements such as temperature,
pressure, humidity, or binary inputs. The cloud technology supports full scalability,
which goes hand in hand with the flexibility of Sitrans CC240. Sitrans store IQ can
therefore be used for anything from a few local containers to larger tank farms or even
globally distributed infrastructures. The structure and presentation can be individually
configured according to the user’s requirements.
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Siemens presents the Sitrans CloudConnect 240: a new IOT gateway for the process
industry. It provides a second data channel, completely independent of the control
system, which is used to transmit data from any HART®-based field devices to the IT
world.

This press release and a press picture are available at https://sie.ag/33jK3fM

For further information about Sitrans CC240, please visit
www.siemens.com/sitranscc240

For further information regarding the Digital Enterprise SPS Dialog 2020, please see
www.siemens.com/sps-dialog

Contact for journalists
Evelyne Kadel
Phone: +49 173 56 48 709
E-mail: evelyne.kadel@siemens.com

Follow us on Social Media
Twitter: www.twitter.com/siemens_press and www.twitter.com/SiemensIndustry
Blog: https://ingenuity.siemens.com/
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Siemens Digital Industries (DI) is an innovation leader in automation and digitalization. Closely collaborating with
partners and customers, DI drives the digital transformation in the process and discrete industries. With its Digital
Enterprise portfolio, DI provides companies of all sizes with an end-to-end set of products, solutions and services to
integrate and digitalize the entire value chain. Optimized for the specific needs of each industry, DI’s unique portfolio
supports customers to achieve greater productivity and flexibility. DI is constantly adding innovations to its portfolio to
integrate cutting-edge future technologies. Siemens Digital Industries has its global headquarters in Nuremberg,
Germany, and has around 76,000 employees internationally.

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 170 years. Active around the world, the company focuses
on intelligent infrastructure for buildings and distributed energy systems and on automation and digitalization in the
process and manufacturing industries. Siemens brings together the digital and physical worlds to benefit customers and
society. Through Mobility, a leading supplier of intelligent mobility solutions for rail and road transport, Siemens is
helping to shape the world market for passenger and freight services. Via its majority stake in the publicly listed
company Siemens Healthineers, Siemens is also a world-leading supplier of medical technology and digital health
services. In addition, Siemens holds a minority stake in Siemens Energy, a global leader in the transmission and
generation of electrical power that has been listed on the stock exchange since September 28, 2020. In fiscal 2020,
which ended on September 30, 2020, the Siemens Group generated revenue of €57.1 billion and net income of
€4.2 billion. As of September 30, 2020, the company had around 293,000 employees worldwide. Further information is
available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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